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Abstract— In distributed query processing systems where
caching infrastructure is distributed and scales with the number
of servers, it is becoming more important to orchestrate and
leverage a large number of cached objects in distributed caching
systems seamlessly as the present trend is to build large
scalable distributed systems by connecting small heterogeneous
machines. With a large scale distributed caching system, a
scheduling policy must consider both cache hit ratio and system
load balance to optimize multiple queries. A scheduling policy
that considers system load but not cache hit ratio often fails to
reuse cached data by not assigning a query to the sever that
has data objects the query needs. On the contrary, a scheduling
policy that considers cache hit ratio but not system load balance
may suffer from system load imbalance.

To maximize the overall system throughput and to reduce
query response time, a multiple query scheduling policy must
balance system load and also leverage cached objects. In this
paper, we present a distributed query processing framework
that exhibits high cache hit ratio while achieving good system
load balance. In order to seamlessly manage our distributed
scalable caching system, our framework performs autonomic
cached data migrations to improve cache hit ratio. Our exper-
iments show that our proposed query scheduling policy and
data migration policy significantly improve system throughput
by achieving high cache hit ratio while avoiding system load
imbalance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-dimensional data processing has been the subject of

extensive research in various fields including scientific ap-

plications, database systems, computer graphics, geographic

information systems, etc. A large portion of real world

datasets are multi-dimensional, and enormous amount of

multi-dimensional datasets are generated and analyzed by

modern computer systems.

Efficient processing of such large multi-dimensional

datasets is a major challenge in many disciplines, and dis-

tributed and parallel query processing systems have been suc-

cessfully used for scientific applications to solve such large
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scale complicated data analysis problems because substantial

performance gains can be obtained by exploiting data and

computation parallelism.

When dealing with computationally intensive scientific

applications, load balancing plays an important role in reduc-

ing query response time and improving system throughput

via task parallelism. In addition to the load balancing, data

intensive applications are known to benefit from reusing

intermediate cached results if multiple queries can exploit

sub-expression commonality [1].

In distributed query processing systems, the size of dis-

tributed caches scales with the number of distributed servers.

Leveraging the large distributed caches plays an important

role in improving overall system throughput but it is not

an easy problem to reuse cached objects while maintaining

load balance. Load-based scheduling policies do not con-

sider cached objects in distributed caching system and get

little benefits from reusing them. To take the advantages of

large scale distributed caching infrastructure, more intelligent

query scheduling policies are required. However, a cache-

aware query scheduling policy does not always imply high

system throughput because it may hurt system load balance.

Suppose a scheduler knows a remote server has some popular

cached objects, so it forwards most subsequent queries to the

remote server just to improve cache hit ratio, but it will flood

the server with a large number of queries while all the other

servers are idle. Although in general cache hit ratio helps

reducing query response time, if a server is flooded with too

many waiting queries, the waiting time can be much higher

than the benefit of cache hit.

In this paper, we study a distributed query scheduling

policy - DEMA that makes query scheduling decisions based

on spatial locality of multi-dimensional queries so that

similar queries get clustered together in order to improve

cache hit ratio and the number of queries in each cluster

becomes balanced. Our proposed spatial clustering algorithm

is different from the well known spatial clustering algorithms

used in machine learning in a sense that the query scheduling

decisions must be made at run time, i.e., the overhead of

run-time scheduling algorithms should be minimal. DEMA
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scheduling policies take into account the dynamic contents

of distributed caching infrastructure in order to exploit sub-

expression commonality of cached results and employ sta-

tistical prediction methods to balance load across distributed

servers.

In order to manage the distributed caching infrastructure

in a seamless fashion, our distributed query processing

framework also employs an autonomic data migration policy.

Because DEMA scheduling policy makes scheduling deci-

sion based on spatial locality, if the distribution of clustered

cached objects changes and some cached objects do not

belong to its cluster any more, our framework migrates

the cached object to a remote server where the cached

object can be reused. Our extensive experimental studies

show our proposed query scheduling policy and its data

migration policy significantly improves the query processing

throughput and outperforms legacy load based scheduling

policy by a large margin.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

describes other research works related to cache-aware query

scheduling policies and query optimization in distributed

systems. In section III, we describe overall architecture

of our distributed query processing framework. In section

IV, we discuss DEMA scheduling policy and how the

scheduling policy achieves both load balance and high cache

hit ratio. In section V, we propose a data migration policy

for DEMA scheduling algorithm. In Section VI we evaluate

our scheduling policy, and in section VII we conclude.

II. RELATED WORK

Load-balancing problems have been extensively investi-

gated in many different fields. Godfrey et. al [2] proposed

an algorithm for load balancing in heterogeneous and dy-

namic peer-to-peer systems. Catalyurek et. al [3] investigated

how to dynamically restore balance in parallel scientific

computing applications where the computational structure of

the applications change over time. Vydyanathan et. al [4]

proposed scheduling algorithms that determine what tasks

should be run concurrently and how many processors should

be allocated to each task. Zhang et. al [5] and Wolf et al. [6]

proposed scheduling policies that dynamically distribute in-

coming requests for clustered web servers. WRR (Weighted

Round Robin) [7] is a commonly used, simple but enhanced

load balancing scheduling policy which assigns a weight to

each queue (server) according to the current status of its load,

and serves each queue in proportion to the weights. However,

none of these scheduling policies were designed to take into

account a distributed cache infrastructure, but only consider

the heterogeneity of user requests and the dynamic system

load.

LARD (Locality-Aware Request Distribution) [8], [9] is

a locality-aware scheduling policy designed to serve web

server clusters, and considers the cache contents of back-

end servers. The LARD scheduling policy causes identical

user requests to be handled by the same server unless that

server is heavily loaded. If a server is too heavily loaded,

subsequent user requests will be serviced by another idle

server in order to improve load balance. The underlying

idea is to improve overall system throughput by processing

queries directly rather than waiting in a busy server for long

time even if that server has a cached response. LARD shares

the goal of improving both load balance and cache hit ratio

with our scheduling policies, but LARD transfers workload

only when a specific server is too heavily loaded while our

scheduling policies actively predict future workload balance

and take actions beforehand to achieve better load balancing.

In relational database systems and high performance scien-

tific data processing middleware systems, exploiting similar-

ity of concurrent queries has been studied extensively. That

work has shown that heuristic approaches can help reuse

previously computed results from cache and generate good

scheduling plans, resulting in improved system throughput

as well as reducing query response times [10], [1]. Zhang

et al. [11] evaluated the benefits of reusing cached results

in a distributed cache framework in a Grid computing

environment. In that simulation study, it was shown that high

cache hit rates do not always yield high system throughput

due to load imbalance problems. We solve the problem with

scheduling policies that consider both cache hit rates and

load balancing.

In order to support data-intensive scientific applications,

a large number of distributed query processing middleware

systems have been developed including MOCHA [12], Dat-

aCutter [10], Polar* [13], ADR [10], and Active Proxy-

G [10]. Active Proxy-G is a component-based distributed

query processing grid middleware that employs user-defined

operators that application developers can implement. Active

Proxy-G employs meta-data directory services that monitor

performance of back-end application servers and a distributed

cache indexes. Using the collected performance metrics and

the distributed cache indexes, the front-end scheduler deter-

mines where to assign incoming queries considering how

to maximize reuse of cached objects [1]. The index-based

scheduling policies cause higher communication overhead on

the front-end scheduler, and the cache index may not predict

contents of the cache accurately if there are a large number

of queries waiting to execute in the back-end application

servers.

III. DISTRIBUTED AND PARALLEL QUERY PROCESSING

FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 shows how a scheduler in our distributed multiple

query processing framework makes a scheduling decision

for a given query. The goal of this framework is parallel

processing of multiple queries, load balancing, and high ratio

of cached data reuse via distributed semantic caching system.

The front-end scheduler interacts with clients for receiving

clients’ queries and forwards the query to one of the back-

end application servers. Each back-end application server

independently runs on a cluster node and has an access to

large-scale back-end storage devices or networked databases.

When a query is submitted to the front-end scheduler, it

determines which back-end application server should process

the query. Most schedulers in distributed query process-
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Distributed Query Processing Framework

ing middlewares employ a monitoring service that periodi-

cally collects performance metrics from back-end application

servers. Based on the performance metrics, the schedulers

make scheduling decisions to balance the system load across

back-end applications.

Our distributed query processing framework is a

component-based distributed job processing system that is

currently under development. Our framework provides a

programming model that scientific data analysis application

developers can use to implement user-defined functions to

process multi-dimensional scientific datasets on top of our

framework. The programming model in our framework in-

cludes APIs that search and read raw datasets from back-

end storage devices using multi-dimensional metadata of the

dataset, interfaces that application developers can implement

for application specific user-defined operations, and APIs that

store and search intermediate query results.

When a query is forwarded to an application server, the

server executes an application-specific user-defined operator

for the query. The user-defined operator searches for cached

objects in its semantic cache that can be reused to either

completely or partially answer the query. Our framework first

finds a cached data object that has the largest overlap with

the query. If the reusable cached object doesn’t cover the

whole range of the query, then it partitions the query into

several sub-queries for the partial region that was not in the

cache as in Figure 1, and repeats the same process for the

sub-queries recursively. If no cached object is found in the

cache, it reads raw dataset from storage systems and process

the sub-query from scratch.

Since reading raw dataset and generating intermediate

query output is a very expensive operation for large scale

scientific data analysis application, if possible, the scheduler

needs to make scheduling decisions to maximize cached data

reuse in distributed caching facility. For example, in Figure 1,

a given query Q better be forwarded to application server

2 since its cached multi-dimensional data objects overlap

a larger portion of the query than application server 2.

However, if a scheduler makes scheduling decisions only

based on cache hit ratio, it may cause system load imbalance

and hurt overall system throughput. For example, if a very

few application servers have popular cached data objects, the

application servers will be flooded with most of incoming

queries, and it hurts system load balance and as a result

system throughput will be poor.

IV. PREDICTING CACHED DATA OBJECTS IN

DISTRIBUTED SEMANTIC CACHES

DEMA (Distributed Exponential Moving Average) that we

propose is a multiple query scheduling policy that improves

system throughput and reduces the query response time by

taking into account of both load balance and cache hit ratio

at the same time using a statistical prediction method. As

distributed caching system dynamically changes its cached

contents at very fast rate, DEMA scheduling policy makes

real time scheduling decisions based on aggregated statistics

of historical queries.

A. Background: Exponential Moving Average (EMA)

Our DEMA scheduling policy aggregates statistics of past

queries using exponential moving average method. Expo-

nential moving average (EMA) is a well-known statistical

method to obtain long-term trends and smooth out short-

term fluctuations, which is commonly used in stock price

and trading volume predictions. EMA formula computes a

weighted average of all historical data by assigning exponen-

tially more weight to recent data. As our target applications

process multi-dimensional range query, we compute multi-

dimensional exponential moving average point as follows.

Let pt be the cached object at time t > 0 and EMAt be

the computed average at time t after adding pt into the cache.

Given the smoothing factor α ∈ (0, 1) and the previous

average EMAt−1, the next average EMAt can be defined

incrementally by

EMAt = α · pt + (1 − α) ·EMAt−1 (1)

and it can be expanded as

EMAt = αpt + α(1 − α)pt−1 + α(1 − α)2pt−2 + · · · (2)

Since our framework is supposed to run long enough to

amortize the initial EMA error, we simply chose k = 1, i.e.,

EMA1 = p1 where p1 is the first observed data. Equation

1 is used for the following EMAs. Note that EMA value

can be a multi-dimensional element depending on the data

domain of the application.

The smoothing factor α determines the degree of weighing

decay towards the past. For example, α close to 1 drastically

decreases the weight on the past data (short-tailed) and α

close to 0 gradually decreases (long-tailed).

B. Distributed Exponential Moving Average (DEMA)

The Distributed Exponential Moving Average (DEMA)

scheduling policy employs as many EMA values as the back-

end application servers to determine which server is to be

assigned for each query and how the assignment adapts to

the dynamic change of the distribution of input datasets. As

our target applications process multi-dimensional datasets,
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points and an input data needed by an incoming job, and assigns the job
to the server B whose EMA point is closest.

cached objects in each back-end application server can be

represented by multi-dimensional coordinates. As shown in

Figure 2, DEMA scheduling policy computes a represen-

tative multi-dimensional point (EMA point) for the list of

cached objects in each application server’s cache. When

a new query is submitted to a scheduler, the scheduler

computes the distance between the query and EMA points.

In the example shown in the Figure 2 the query is closer

to server 1’s cached objects. Hence the query should be

forwarded to server 1, then the application server can reuse

some of the cached objects in order to process the new query.

Our DEMA scheduling algorithm works in the following

three steps.

a) 1. Initialization.: For simplicity, let a unit circle

represent the query space where the value starts from zero

and increases in a clockwise direction up to one which

meets at zero. We assume that each input data is mapped

to a point in multi-dimensional problem space using its

center. Suppose there are n back-end application servers that

process user jobs and one scheduling server that assigns

each incoming job to an application server, as shown in

Figure 1. In the beginning, the scheduling server creates n

EMA variables EMA1, EMA2, . . . , EMAn, with EMAi

for the ith application server, and then assigns the first n

input data to EMA1, EMA2, . . . , EMAn, respectively.

b) 2. Assignment.: Let q denote the center point of an

input data requested by an incoming job, ranging from 0 to

1, and let q also represent the job itself. Upon receiving a

job q, the scheduling server finds the EMA point EMAi∗

that is closest to q (in terms of their Euclidean distance),

and then assigns q to server-i∗. For example, in Figure 2 an

input data q is closest to EMA point B, hence an incoming

job that needs the input data q is assigned to server B.

c) 3. Update.: Once q is assigned to server-i∗, the

scheduling server updates the EMA point for the server by

EMAi∗ = αq + (1 − α)EMAi∗ . (3)

d) Complexity.: In step 2, the scheduling server needs

to find the closest EMA point to a given input data. This

algorithmic problem, known as Nearest Neighbor Search, can

be solved in O(log n) using space partitioning data structure

such as k-d tree or R-tree. 1

C. Improving Cache Hit

Note that an application server keeps only certain number

of recent input data in its cache; for example, it may employ

Least Recently Used (LRU) policy. Let L denote the current

number of cached input data in the cache. Ideally, it is desired

that the EMA point reflects only those in the cache. However,

EMA reflects all the past data including those that were

expunged from the cache, but with less weight for older ones.

Therefore, we may want to choose the decay factor α such

that the weight sum of the expunged input data is managed

below a threshold. Formally, given a threshold ǫ ∈ (0, 1), we

want

(1 − α)L < ǫ. (4)

Since L depends on the size of cached objects, we use the

average number of input data in the cache instead, denoted

by L∗. Therefore, we can choose the smallest α that meets

α > 1− ǫL
∗

. (5)

In this way, the EMA value of an application server reflects

what are current in the cache, and assigning incoming jobs

that are close to the EMA, only jobs that need similar input

data (i.e., close to each other in problem space) are assigned

to the application server. This clustering effect promotes the

cache hit ratio in the application server.

D. Load Balancing of DEMA

Another important feature that distributed multiple query

scheduling policies guarantee is load balancing; each job

can be assigned to one of the application servers with equal

probability, leveling the workloads of the application servers.

To that end, DEMA scheduling algorithm gradually moves

the EMA points so that they follow the distribution of

requested input data. If a certain region of problem space

becomes hot, the EMA points move to the hot spot by EMA

equation. If input data requests are uniformly distributed,

then DEMA algorithm tries to keep the sizes of Voronoi

regions as similar as possible. DEMA algorithm achieves

this goal by evenly distributing EMA points throughout the

problem space.

Let us assume that the problem space is a 2-dimensional

plane and the input data requests follow a uniform distribu-

tion. Figure 2 is a snapshot of the Voronoi diagram where a

1In our implementation, however, we performed a linear search that takes
O(n) assuming that n is small enough, for example, up to 40.
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dot represents an EMA value of an application server (e.g.,

EMA B is the EMA value of server B), and a line segment

represents the set of Euclidean middle points between two

EMA points. In DEMA scheduling, an incoming query that

falls in a Voronoi cell of an EMA point makes the EMA point

slide toward the input data point, where the amount of the

movement is affected by the smoothing factor α (the more

α, the more shift). In Figure 2, the job that needs the input

data q will be forwarded to server B since the EMA point of

server B is closer to the query than any other EMA points.

It is called the Voronoi assignment model where we assign

every multidimensional point to the nearest cell point. The

query assignment regions induced from the DEMA query

assignment form a Voronoi diagram [14].

In this case, EMA B moves a little toward q, moving all

the border lines of the cell a little toward the same direction.

An important observation is that each EMA has tendency to

move toward the center of its cell. For example, EMA E in

the figure is located at the right corner of the cell. Thus more

queries will arrive to the left of the EMA in the cell than to

the right. Therefore, the EMA E is more likely to slide to the

left rather than to the right. This movement will also move

the border to the left, making the Voronoi region of EMA I

smaller and EMA J and K larger. This property hints at the

mechanism of load balancing; DEMA scheduling algorithm

has a tendency to make a larger cell (EMA I) smaller and a

smaller cell (EMA K) larger.

E. Proof of DEMA Load Balancing

In this section, we provide a mathematical exposition of

why DEMA balances the workload of application servers

when the distribution of input data follows a uniform dis-

tribution. For brevity, we assume a 1-dimensional problem

space in the proof. However, one can apply the same proof

method described below to any higher dimension without

difficulty.

Suppose we are given a 1-dimensional problem space

as a unit circle (see Figure 3(a)) with five EMA

values {E1, E2, . . . , E5} representing application servers

{S1, S2, . . . , S5}, respectively. Let us denote the middle

point of Ei and Ei+1 by Mi. Then, the Voronoi cell region

of Si(i > 0) is represented by a range [mi−1,mi) denoted

by Ri. We use Ri for both the range and the length of the

range interchangeably. In DEMA, all the jobs that need input

data whose center falls in Ri are assigned to server Si. Since

the total size of the problem space is one and uniform query

distribution is assumed, Ri also represents the probability

that a query is assigned to server Si. Note that
∑

i
Ri = 1.

In fact, we can view the whole DEMA system as a

Time Series; each Ei (thus Ri) is a time series Ei(t) (thus

Ri(t)) that changes over a discrete time t = 1, 2, 3, . . .
and the transition from t to t + 1 happens when a job

that needs data point q(t) is assigned to server i. In other

words, given the current state 〈E1(t), . . . , E5(t)〉, the next

job that needs a data point q(t) triggers a state transition

to 〈E1(t + 1), . . . , E5(t + 1)〉. Since the transition only

depends on the previous state, the whole DEMA system
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Fig. 3. DEMA Load Balancing in One-dimensional Space

is also a Markov Chain with discrete time on a general

state space [15]. As described below, however we take a

simpler approach than a Markov chain analysis to prove load

balancing.

Figure 3(b) depicts the sizes of the ranges for all the

servers corresponding to Figure 3(a) at time t. In the figure,

we note that R2(t) is a local minimum and R4(t) is a local

maximum, that is, R2(t) < R1(t) ∧ R2(t) < R3(t), and

R4(t) > R3(t), R4(t) > R5(t). To balance the workloads

of the application servers, DEMA algorithm tries to make

the assignment probability of all the servers as similar as

possible. It does so by, in the next step, decreasing all the

local maxima and increasing all the local minima. Formally,

we want

E[R2(t+ 1)] > R2(t) (6)

and

E[R4(t+ 1)] < R4(t) (7)

where E[·] is the expectation function. With this property,

the system is intuitively moving toward a better balanced

state.
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Theorem 1: For a local maximum Ri(t) at time t, we have

E[Ri(t+ 1)] < Ri(t) (8)

and for a local minimum Ri(t) at time t, we have

E[Ri(t+ 1)] > Ri(t). (9)

Proof: Due to similarity, we only prove Equation 9.

In this proof, we directly use the example in Figure 3(a).

However, one can easily change the proof to a general case.

In the following, when there is no confusion, we omit the

time index t for simplicity (e.g., E2(t) = E2). In Figure 3(a)

li is the distance from mi−1 to Ei and the distance from

Ei−1 to mi−1. Without loss of generality, we assume that

m5 = m0 = 0. Note that we have a local minimum R2(t);
R2(t) < R1(t) and R2(t) < R3(t), or equivalently

ℓ3 < ℓ1 and (10)

ℓ2 < ℓ4. (11)

Suppose a new job that needs input data x ∈ [0, 1) arrives.

If x falls outside m5m3, none of E1, E2, and E3 moves, thus

we get R2(t+ 1) = R2(t). If x ∈ [0,m1] then E1(t+ 1) =
αx+ (1 − α)E1(t), thus we get

m1(t+ 1) =
1

2
(E1(t+ 1) + E2(t+ 1)) (12)

=
1

2
(αx + (1− α)E1(t) + E2(t)) (13)

If x ∈ [m1,m2], E2 moves but the length of R2 remains

the same, i.e., R2(t+1) = R2(t). When x ∈ [m2,m3], then

E3(t+ 1) = αx+ (1− α)E3(t), thus we get

m2(t+ 1) =
1

2
(E2(t+ 1) + E3(t+ 1)) (14)

=
1

2
(E2(t) + αx + (1− α)E3(t)). (15)

Now let us compute E[R2(t + 1)]. Since input data

x follows a uniform distribution in [0, 1), the probability

density function of x is f(x) = 1, and the cumulative density

function is F (x) = x. By definition,

E[R2(t+ 1)] =

∫
m1

0

m2 −
1

2
(αx + (1− α)E1 + E2) dx

+

∫
m2

m1

R2dx

+

∫
m3

m2

1

2
(E2 + αx+ (1− α)E3)−m1 dx

+

∫ 1

m3

R2 dx (16)

Since E1 = ℓ1, E2 = ℓ1 + 2ℓ2, E3 = ℓ1 + 2ℓ2 + 2ℓ3 and

mi = Ei + ℓi+1 for i = 1, 2, 3, the average change of R2

becomes

E[R2(t+ 1)]−R2(t) = E[R2(t+ 1)]− (ℓ2 + ℓ3)

=
α

4
(ℓ21 − ℓ23 + ℓ24 − ℓ22). (17)

Because of Equation 10 and 11, we have

E[R2(t+ 1)]−R2(t) > 0. (18)

D2

EMA1

EMA2
D1 D2

D3 D4

Semantic Cache in Server 2

Semantic Cache in Server 1

Migration of D2 from S2 to S1

D5

Fig. 4. An Example of Data Migration: Location of a cached data object

D2 is not covered by server S2’s region since the boundaries change. If D2

is a frequently accessed data object, it better be moved to server S1.

Therefore, on average, the assignment probability of a local

minimum server is more likely to increase at the next query.

It is possible that decreasing a local maximum can make

a neighboring interval a new local maximum (and the same

applies to local minimum). Nevertheless, subsequent jobs are

likely to decrease those new local maxima (or increase new

local minima) as shown above. However, this only happens

when the assignment probabilities of the local maxima and

neighboring EMAs are close to each other, and in that case

it ls likely that the overall balance was already achieved.

V. CACHED DATA MIGRATION

As various incoming queries access different parts of input

datasets, EMA points dynamically move to new locations

over time. As a result of the movement, some cached data

objects may cross the boundaries of Voronoi regions. If the

changed Voronoi region does not contain a cached data object

any more, the cached data object is not likely to be used

by subsequent queries because DEMA scheduler will not

forward a query to the server.

Figure 4 shows an example of Voronoi region changes.

If the boundary of Voronoi region moves to a lower right

direction, some of the cached data objects in server S2 will

not be covered by the updated S2’s region. We will refer

to the cached data objects out of current Voronoi region as

“misplaced cached data”. In the example, a data object D2 is

a misplaced cached data. Based on the updated boundaries,

the scheduler will not forward any incoming query that needs

data D2 to server S2, but instead it will forward it to server

S1. Although a previously computed query result D2 is in

a neighbor server S2, server S1 will read raw datasets from

storage systems and process the query from scratch. Since S2
is not likely to reuse data object D2, D2 will be eventually

evicted from S2’s cache.

In order to manage the distributed semantic buffer cache

seamlessly, we propose data migration of cached data objects

to improve overall cache hit ratio. With the data migration

policy enabled, the misplaced cached data objects are mi-
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grated to a remote server whose Voronoi region encloses the

cached data objects.

When a front-end server receives a query, it searches for a

back-end application server whose EMA point is the closest

to the query point. Periodically or when EMA points have

moved by a large margin, the front-end server constructs a

piggyback message with the server’s neighbor EMA points

and forwards the query and the neighbor EMA points to the

selected back-end application server. With the updated EMA

points, back-end application servers can migrate misplaced

cached data objects in either pull mode or push mode.

1) Pull Mode Migration: When a back-end application

server searches for cached data objects in its own cache but

does not find it, pull mode migration policy searches for

the cached data objects in its neighbor servers’ cache. Since

it is very expensive operation to look up neighbor servers’

cache for every cache miss, each back-end application server

in our framework periodically collects EMA points of its

neighbor servers. If a cache miss occurs in a server s, the

server checks if the query’s point is closer to a neighbor

server’s historical EMA point rather than its own previous

EMA point. If another server n’s previous EMA point is

closer to the query than its previous EMA point, it means

the query would have been assigned to the neighbor server

n unless the EMA points moved, and it is highly likely that

the neighbor server n has a misplaced cached object for

the query. Thus the application server s should check the

neighbor server n and pulls the cached data object from n.

The performance of pull mode migration depends on

how accurately each application server identifies a neighbor

server that has misplaced cached data objects. Searching all

neighbor servers for every cache miss can increase cache hit

ratio but it will place too much overhead on the cache look

up operation, hence we implemented a push mode migration

as described below.

2) Push Mode Migration: When a back-end server re-

ceives a query, first it searches for its own cached objects in

its semantic cache that can be reused. During the look up

operation, push mode migration policy investigates whether

each cached data object is misplaced or not. If a cached data

object is closer to a neighbor EMA point than its own EMA

point, the cached data object is considered to be misplaced

and we migrate it to a neighbor server. When the neighbor

server receives a migrated data object, it determines if the

migrated data object should be stored in its cache using its

cache replacement policy. Note that our data migration policy

does not examine the entire cached data objects since it

will cause significant overhead. Instead, we detect misplaced

data objects only during cached data look-up operation and

transfer them to neighbor servers. I.e., if we use a hash table

for cached data look-up, only the cached data objects in an

accessed hash bucket will be considered for data migration

candidates. This policy migrates some misplaced cached data

objects to neighbor servers in a lazy manner, which helps

reducing the overhead of cache look-up operation.

As we will show in section VI, our experimental study

shows data migration does not always guarantee higher cache

hit ratio if the distribution of arriving queries is rather static.

With static query distribution, the boundaries of Voronoi

regions may fluctuate but not by a large margin. In such

cases, cached data objects near boundaries tend to be mi-

grated between two servers repeatedly, and it is possible for

them to evict some useful cached data objects continuously in

neighbor servers. There can be various solutions to mitigate

the negative effect of the continuous eviction problem. One

is to keep cached data objects unless its center point is not

significantly close to a neighbor EMA point. Another option

is to replicate the cached data objects on the boundaries

by not deleting migrated cached data objects and we mark

recently migrated data objects so that the same data objects

are not migrated again. In our implementation we chose the

second option, which prevents unnecessary repeated LRU

cache updates.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Query Workload Generator

In order to show that the DEMA scheduling policies

perform well with various input data distributions in multi-

dimensional space, we synthetically generated 40,000 2-

dimensional queries using uniform, normal, and Zipf’s distri-

butions respectively. For all the workloads, the query inter-

arrival time distribution was modeled by Poisson process.

Since frequently accessed hot data objects in these synthetic

workloads do not change over time, we also generated

dynamic query workloads that change the requested input

data distribution along time dimension. The dynamic query

distribution mainly consists of normal distributions, but we

made the mean and the standard deviation change every

interval of 10,000 queries, i.e., the dynamic query distri-

bution is composed of four successive normal distributions

with different mean point and different standard deviation

containing 10,000 queries each.

In addition to the synthetic probability distributions, we

generated more realistic query workloads using a probability

model - Customer Behavior Model Graph (CBMG). In this

model, there are a large number of hot multi-dimensional

regions of interest, and the first query is selected from one

of the regions. Subsequent queries after the first one in the

batch may either remain around that point (moving around

its neighborhood, temporal movement, or resolution increase

or decrease) or move on to a new hot region. This workload

model is known to resemble real users’ query access patterns

and is commonly used to evaluate e-business applications

and also used for web site capacity planning [16]. Using the

CBMG model, we generated 40,000 2-dimensional queries

(latitude, longitude) with various transition probabilities,

but we only show the results using one of the transition

probabilities because results for other transition probabilities

were similar to those shown.

B. Experiments

1) Scalability: Figure 5 depicts the average query re-

sponse time of 40,000 queries and cache hit ratio for

DEMA scheduling (DEMA), DEMA scheduling with data

migration (MDEMA), and load-based scheduling (LOAD), as
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Fig. 5. Performance Comparison Varying Number of Servers

the number of back-end application servers increases. The

query response time is defined as the amount of time from

the moment a query is submitted to the scheduler until it

completes in a back-end application server, i.e., it includes

the waiting time in the application server’s queue as well as

the actual processing time. The query inter-arrival time was

modeled by Poisson Process with average of 1 ms, and each

back-end application server has a cache size that can hold

up to 200 query results. For the rest of the experiments, we

fixed the EMA smoothing factor α to 0.03. The smoothing

factor determines how much weight is given to each past

query result. When α is 0.03, the recent 200 query results

account for 99.7% of the weight in the EMA equation.

As the number of servers increases, DEMA scheduling

policy improves the cache hit ratio since the total available

cache size in distributed caching system increases. However,

Load-based scheduling policy does not get any benefit of the

increased cache size but its cache hit ratio decreases because

frequently requested cached data objects are scattered across

more back-end application servers and load-based scheduling

policy does not know which remote cache has what cached

data objects. Hence the performance gap between load-based

scheduling policy and DEMA scheduling policy becomes

wider as the number of servers increases. Due to its low

cache hit ratio, the average query response time of load-

based scheduling policy is order of magnitude higher than

that of DEMA scheduling policy.

With a small number of servers, the total size of dis-

tributed caching system is not enough to hold all frequently

accessed data objects, hence the migration of misplaced

cached objects evicts other frequently accessed data objects

in neighbor servers. It results in lowering overall cache

hit ratio in our experiments, thus DEMA scheduling policy

that does not migrate misplaced cached objects outperforms

MDEMA. However with a larger number of servers, the total

size of distributed caching system becomes large enough

to hold most of the frequently accessed data objects. If

each application server’s cache is large enough, some of

the cached data objects are less likely to be accessed than

others, thus our cache migration policy evicts such less

popular data objects and replaces them with more popular

data objects from neighbor servers, which are highly likely

to be accessed by subsequent queries. Thus with more than

25 back-end application servers, DEMA with data migration

policy outperforms DEMA scheduling policy.

2) Cache Miss Overhead: Figure 6 depicts the average

query response time for uniform, normal, Zipf’s, and dy-

namic input data distributions with varying the cache miss

penalty. If a query needs a larger raw data object and

more computation, cache miss causes a higher performance

penalty. For the experiments, we fixed the cache size so that

it can hold at most 200 query results, and employed 40 back-

end application servers. In the Figure 6, we do not present

the cache hit ratio and the standard deviation of server loads

since the effect of cache miss penalty is not relevant to the

cache hit ratio and system load balance. As the cache miss

overhead increases, the average query response time linearly

increases not only because of the cache miss penalty but

also because the waiting time in the queue increases. The

waiting time increases because previously scheduled queries

suffer from higher cache miss penalty and more queries will

be accumulated in the queue. In the experiments, average

query response time with load-based scheduling policy is

up to 72 times higher than DEMA scheduling policy. When

data migration is employed with DEMA scheduling policy

the hit ratio improves from 57∼83% to 55∼92%, thus it
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Fig. 6. The Effect of Cache Miss Overhead

exhibits up to 40% lower average query response time. Load-

based scheduling policy exhibits significantly higher average

query response time because of low cache hit ratio. Hence

note that y-axis in Figure 6(b) is broken into two ranges

to show the huge performance gap between load-based

scheduling policy and DEMA scheduling policy. The graphs

in Figure 6 show the average query response time of DEMA

and MDEMA is mostly smaller than the cache miss penalty,

i.e, most queries reuse the cached data objects in distributed

caching system and they are executed immediately without

being accumulated in the waiting queue. But load-based

scheduling policy suffers from low cache hit ratio and the

cache miss penalty is higher than query inter-arrival time,

thus its average query response time is much higher than the

query inter-arrival time because the queries wait in the queue

for significant amount of time.

3) Cache Size Effect: Now we consider the impact of

cache size to the system. We ran experiments with 40 back-

end application servers, and fixed the EMA smoothing factor

to 0.03 for DEMA policy. The cache miss penalty was 20 ms.

In the graphs shown in Figure 7, Load-based scheduling

policy gains the benefit of increased cache size. Note that

load-based scheduling policy didn’t get benefit of increased

number of distributed caches. With non-intelligent schedul-

ing policies such as round-robin or load-based scheduling

policy, each application server should have very large cache

in order to exhibit high cache hit ratio.

Unlike load-based scheduling policy, DEMA scheduling

policy consistently shows very high cache hit ratio (> 80%)

even when cache size is small. This is because DEMA

scheduling policy considers all cached objects in distributed

caching system. Thus even if a single server’s cache size

is small, the total size of distributed caching system is not

small. And DEMA scheduling policy assigns each query to

a back-end application server which is highly likely to have

the requested data object in its cache even when the cache

size is small.

It should be noted that the cache hit ratio is totally

dependent on query workloads. If certain query workloads

do not have query sub-expression commonality, even DEMA

scheduling policy may have low cache hit ratio. However,

load-based scheduling policies will have even lower cache hit

ratio than DEMA. If cache hit ratio is low, a large number

of queries have to be computed from the scratch. In such

situations, load balancing plays an important role in decreas-

ing the wait time in the queue. DEMA scheduling policy

shows higher standard deviation of the number of processed

queries in each server than load-based scheduling policy, but

since cache hit does not put significantly high overhead to

back-end application server, we counted only the number of

missed queries in each server and DEMA scheduling policy

exhibited very good load balancing behavior.

In Figure 7, the benefit of migrating misplaced cached

objects is not clearly observable when cache sizes are small.

Again this is because the migration may evict other fre-

quently accessed data objects in neighbor servers. However,

as the cache size increases, data migration improves the

cache hit ratio and it results in faster query response time.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a multiple query scheduling policy

for distributed query processing framework that takes into

consideration the dynamic contents of distributed caching

infrastructure. In distributed query processing systems where

the caching infrastructure is distributed and scales with

the number of servers, both leveraging cached results and

achieving load balance become equally important to improve

the overall system throughput. In order to achieve load
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balancing as well as to exploit cached query results, it is

required to employ more intelligent query scheduling policies

than the traditional round-robin and load-based scheduling

policies.

Leveraging distributed cache data is very important for

improving system performance when applications can take

the advantage of sub-expression commonality of cached

results. Our framework implemented a cached data object

migration module that helps distributed caches cooperate

to further improve cache hit ratio. In our experiments, we

showed our cache-aware query scheduling policy with data

migration policy outperforms legacy load-based scheduling

policy.
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